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Who is Ryan Gagnon?
USA Climbing Research Advisor

Responsibly grow the sport of 
competition climbing

Assistant Professor of Parks, 
Recreation and Tourism 
Management at Clemson University

Why OST Programs Fail
Overparenting
Underrepresented Youth in OST 

Programs



Today
What is the problem?

Less than 9% of competition 
climbers are “non-white”
Of the 9%, less than 2% are 
African American (Black) or 
Hispanic (Latinix)

Explore underrepresented group 
terminology

4 whys

Share the story of RISE, 
challenges, and the future

Discuss how we can do this



Defining 
Underserved/Underrepresented

Those who don’t and/or limit 
participation due to cultural, 
structural, logistical, physical, 
intrapersonal, and/or interpersonal 
constraints

Lack of…
Knowledge

Resources

Acceptance

Direct barriers (aquatics example)

What are some examples of 
underserved/underrepresented groups? 
Categories?



Asking Important Questions [Identify your missing group(s)]

Who isn’t here and why? What are my assumptions? 

Where am I uncomfortable? (an easy example), why is comfort important

What do I have an extra advantage? (parking and an extra 78 work days)



Diversity Marketing Versus 
Recruiting



Why do we need 
to engage 
minority groups 
in climbing?
Find a new(ish) person, ask, 
then answer



Why #1 
Competitive Advancement
 “The next winner of Wimbledon is a 

kid in the inner city who has never 
held a racquet” –McEnroe?

 How can we get to 5.16 5.17?

 5.10 was impossible (1949)

 El Cap in a day was impossible 
(1993)

 5.15 was impossible (2001; 2017)

 We advance only when our tent 
gets bigger 



Why #2
Shouldn’t Limit the Benefits to 
those Lucky Enough to Engage
“Us” against the wall vs. us 
against each other

It is inherently inclusive
5.8 with a 5.12

Literal problem solving

Doesn’t create “grit” it reveals 
“it”

Facilitates trust and 
communication



Why #3
It’s a Business Problem
2045 Non-white “Majority”

2030 More non-white youth athletes 
entering the sport pool

Where will they go? What role models, 
coaches, staff, friends will they have?
The 51% effect won’t be sudden, but the effect 
on our bottom line will be

Growth will not continue without opening 
new markets

Remember today we are at 9% (current NW 
youth pool is at 37%)



Why #4
Infrastructure In Place

Geographic constraint is 
mitigated

Bringing outdoors in

We know we need to move 
the needle

We are talking about it

You’re here…

We have a role model
We need more…



The RISE Climbing 
Program

 WHAT: A ten-week pilot program 
developed to understand the 
factors that promote continuous 
participation of under 
represented youth within an 
emerging sport, competition 
climbing

 WHO: 50 Male Adolescents (11-18) 
who would not be able to 
participate in a sport program due 
to financial and logistical barriers 
in the ATL



How did we get here?
Existing partnership between BEST, 

NCOB, and Clemson PRTM
 Wanted a free day for 6 BEST Kids at Stone 

Summit
 Reached out due to existing partnership with 

USA Climbing

Pilot grant through the CU Brooks Sport 
Science Institute became available the 
same week

 Told the story of the kids potential in a 
way that resonated with a scientific 
panel

 Identified partners in the ATL Community
 Stone Summit and the Stone Summit 

Climbing team were immediately on board
 Selling after the sale…



The Importance of a Program Champion
Person who takes extraordinary interest in the adoption, 
implementation, and success of a program. They 
evangelize the program to the organization and 
proactively address issues

Develop a relationship

How does your “why” match with their “why”

Develop a partnership

Ensure they are ready for the extra work and have the 
ability and capital to make it happen

Develop a relationship

Anticipate and address concerns, compensate them 
without asking

Develop a partnership



Seriously though…how 
did we get there…

Logistical Challenges
Transport/Atlanta 
Traffic

Academic Conflicts

Extracurricular 
Conflicts

Paper work



Structural Challenges
1. Multi-partner commitment to do “it” 

and stretch dollars

2. Need a shared vision, plan, and long 
term commitment

3. Need dollars 

4. See item 2 before asking for dollars

5. Need expertise in youth programs

6. Need to debrief  assess  reflect 
 improve



The science project
How does participation in a formalized 
competition climbing program influence:

Socioemotional Development

Academic Performance

Peer Relationships

Physical Activity Level

What macro/micro level factors facilitate 
continuous participation?

Mentors? 

Caring non-parental adults?

Peers?

Structural Constraints?

Cultural Constraints?



Some Preliminary Science 
Project outcomes

RISE youth reported meaningful 
positive growth in academic 
performance, problem solving, 
critical thinking, trust, and peer 
communication

RISE youth who “dropped” left 
due severe challenges in home 
life

The number of African 
American USA Climbing 
members will quadruple as a 
direct result of RISE



How can you RISE?

Identify your why
Why are you at this 
presentation?

You fund what you 
value, you value 
what you fund

Identify your resources 
People (Me?)

Financial

Relationships

Expertise



Some common rebuttals to 
minority development in climbing
We are already diverse as a gym: Why? How are you different than the 
other gyms? How can we leverage this strength further

It (climbing) is too expensive to sustain: Compared to other year-round 
sports climbing ranks among the lowest in total cost

It (climbing) is a white sport: See other “white” sports  Basketball 
(Canadian), American Football (Yale), Soccer (England)

What about XYZ group: Great is the enemy of good, if XYZ is your 
desired group lets frame them into our why

Climbing is dangerous: Basketball, football, swimming, and soccer are 
far more dangerous in ratio of deaths per exposure and injuries per 
exposure



Gee-I-Wish-I
Be there for your pilot groups, let you staff 
mess up and learn. Make sure they fully 
understand and believe in your why

Have a thoughtful plan on how to combine 
into your other teams without having an 
“other” designation

Budget for snacks
Consider food insecurity

Budget for clothing (and washing and storage) 
School uniforms are sometimes the only 
clothing these kids have
The same goes for equipment

Plan for the long-term and plan for bumps in 
the road

If you don’t debrief, it didn’t happen



Next for ATL RISE

Developing resources to make 
2018-2019 happen

Beginning a new RISE team out of 
the Coretta Scott King Academy 

 Identifying 3 to 5 potential 
partners to join nationally in both 
programming and assessment

Training our program champion to 
become other’s program 
champion



Four Whys for Engaging Minority 
Groups in Climbing

1. Competitive Advancement

2. Need to share the benefits of 
our sport

3. It’s a business problem

4. Infrastructure is in place

5. What are some other whys and 
whos?



Towards 5.16
Engaging Minority 
Groups in Climbing

 How can we do this (or 
something like it)?

 What other concerns do 
you have?

 What makes you hopeful?

Ryan Gagnon
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